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Since the dawn of time, this custom has  
been cultivated by our ancestors, fundraising 
for Neanderthal rights and woolly mammoth 
freedoms. While a successful strategy, only the 
most skilled fundraisers through history have 
been able to proceed with P2P fundraising 
campaigns stress-free. Read on to tap into the 
peer-to-peer zen of these fundraising masters.

Behold, the age-old 
practice of peer-to-peer 
fundraising…
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When opportunity knocks

You have longtime, dedicated supporters who are 
dialed into your org. When you ask for money or help, 
they respond. Instead of fearing that you’ll burnout 
these engaged donors, make your ask for fundraising 
outreach instead of more money.Over $30 billion will be 

donated online this year.

Source: Nonprofits Source

https://nonprofitssource.com/online-giving-statistics/#Online
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The traditional way

Your organization asks supporters to contribute to a project. 
Bummer: the number of potential donors is limited to the 
organization’s reach. How do you expand your base?

Find your networking zen.

If your projects pique your donors’ interest, it’s likely they’ll  
be of interest to your donors’ networks. Without the tools  
to reach an extended network, you’re leaving potential  
donors out of the equation.
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The peer-to-peer path

Your organization asks supporters to fundraise for  
a project. Because your dedicated supporters share 
your vision, they ask their network for donations, 
exponentially increasing your donor base.
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To see is to believe

Each supporter creates their own fundraising page 
on your campaign website. These fundraisers collect 
donations through their page to reach their own personal 
goal, contributing to your overall project goal.
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Fundamentals of  
peer-to-peer fundraising

The secret to a great peer-to-peer fundraising  
campaign is that there are four secrets, each  
equally important. Balance your 

• Urgency

• Goals

• Emotion

• Momentum

and your fundraising campaign will stand out on its own.
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FUNDAMENTAL #1

Urgency

The true secret to urgency isn’t how you  
add it to your campaign websites—it’s making 
sure you keep your cool instead of internalizing 
that urgency.

You know how important an urgent, time-
sensitive message is, so don’t be afraid to set 
clear deadlines or shy away from revealing  
the consequences of fundraising failure.
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We only have one week left 
to fund our education project! 

Donate now to support this project. Today only! Matching 
donations from the 

Smith family.

If we raise $30,000 by December
31st, 100 children will be provided

with scholarships next year.

FUNDAMENTAL #1: URGENCY

You must create urgency before  
your lack of urgency creates stress

ZEN MASTER’S TIP #1: 

Use email to keep your fundraisers updated 

regularly, and text messaging to send urgent asks.

• Timeline: Lay out a clear 
end date and refer back to 
it often on your site and in 
communications.

• Incentives/Competition: 
Many donors need a prize or 
competitors to stay motivated.

• Rewards/Consequences:  
Make sure that it’s obvious  
what will happen when you 
achieve your goal.

• Matching Grants: Everyone 
loves a deal. Matching grants 
make donors feel like they’re 
donating more.

• Countdown Timer: Seeing 
a deadline approach has an 
intense effect on donors. 
Unleash the intensity.
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FUNDAMENTAL #1: URGENCY

Unraveling the mystery of time

As a fundraiser, time is one of your biggest tools and your worst  
enemy, all at once. Add meaning to your fundraising strategy by 
increasing the urgency as you near the end of your campaign.

RED NOSE DAY’S 2017 PEER-TO-PEER  

FUNDRAISING PROGRESS

With time to donate running out, Red Nose Day donors ramped  
up, culminating in a torrent of donations on the last day.



FUNDAMENTAL #2

Goal

There’s a better way to solicit donations than 
just plunking down an ask for $$—when people 
feel your cause, their giving comes naturally. 
As you add goals to the giving process, your 
donors’ reasons to give become clearer and  
it’s easier for them to commit.
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FUNDAMENTAL #2: GOAL

Visualize the goal

In true making-it-easy fashion, campaign sites that visually show  
the impact of your goal give everyone a reason to donate. Find a way 
to take your vision and bring it to life—it’ll make your peer-to-peer 
fundraisers’ job easier and your org will benefit.

THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 

The National Wildlife Federation’s goal to fund a wildlife freeway 
crossing made people scratch their heads—they just couldn’t 
imagine it. So NWF built a campaign site to show donors exactly 
what their donations are creating.
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ZEN MASTER’S TIP #2: 

Set stretch goals and break 

them down into per-person 

amounts for your fundraisers. 

Asking them to solicit 20 

people for $10 makes the  

goal feel achievable.

LIBERTY IN NORTH KOREA 

Liberty in North Korea estimates that it costs 
$3000 to rescue one refugee. Since $3000 is 
a large ask for many peer-to-peer fundraisers, 
LiNK has broken that cost down into smaller 
goals for food, transportation, and shelter 
along the rescue route, which fundraisers  
find easier to achieve.

FUNDAMENTAL #2: GOAL

Break it down to build it up

A goal may be worthy in every way, but it can still be intimidating to  
your fundraisers. If your fundraisers don’t think they can pull together  
the costs of a program or project, they may not even start fundraising! 
Help them out by breaking down costs into smaller, more attainable 
goals. By reducing your goals, you may end up raising more.
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FUNDAMENTAL #3

Emotion

We see with our eyes and touch with our hands, 
but commit with our hearts. Pull on these 
heartstrings to increase donation amounts or get 
people to stop and pay attention when they see 
images from your peer-to-peer campaign sites.
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Using emotion in peer-to-peer fundraising 
is about building an emotional connection 

so that supporters know they’re part of 
something wonderful.

FUNDAMENTAL #3: EMOTION

Using emotion doesn’t mean trying to make 
someone feel bad so you get a donation.
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ZEN MASTER’S TIP #3: 

Experiment a little! Run tests comparing your shocking 

problem images with your joyful solution images at each 

step in your relationship-building process. You may find  

a process that’s a clear winner.  

FUNDAMENTAL #3: EMOTION 

The Eternal Question:  
Show the problem or the solution?

Focusing on the problem gets a shocked response and donations in your 
hands, but if you never show the solution, your donors will think your 
programs aren’t effective or that the problem is unsolvable, leading them to 
stop donating. On the other hand, showing only success stories subtly tells 
your audience that there’s no problem; therefore, there’s no need to donate.

A perfect balance would be a strategy that alternates identifying  
the problem with solution-based images.



FUNDAMENTAL #4

Momentum

Your campaign launched successfully.  
Now what? 

In order to keep forward motion, your 
fundraisers need your help. Give them tools to 
stay top-of-donors’-minds—prewritten texts, 
emails, and social posts, as well as information 
on prizes, incentives, and goals. Dropping off 
into oblivion is the fastest way to lose all the 
momentum your hard work has built up.
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ZEN MASTER’S TIP #4: 

Don’t just show an individual progress bar on each 

peer-to-peer fundraising page, tie each one into 

a progress bar on your main campaign site and 

highlight recent donors and their fundraiser.

FUNDAMENTAL #4: MOMENTUM

We are all part of one story

You’re playing an important part in each fundraiser’s story by asking 
them to commit to a goal. Be a reflection of their progress and let  
them know their effort is recognized and appreciated.
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FUNDAMENTAL #4: MOMENTUM

Emails right on time, every time.

Save yourself time and energy by writing and scheduling 
emails before you need them. Set each email in the flow 
to automatically be sent when a trigger, such as 50% goal 
reached, is met. 

By linking to your donor CRM, you can help your fundraisers 
and keep donors engaged throughout your campaign. Make 
multiple email streams: one for fundraisers, one for existing 
donors, and one for new donors.
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Modern Fundraising Ninja-ing

While American not-for-profit email open rates averaged 21.8% in 2018, 
text message open rates run from 80+% to north of 90%—the two don’t  
even compare. And with high engagement rates among younger 
audiences, effectiveness of text-to-give for nonprofits is likely to grow.

Each of the four peer-to-peer fundraising fundamentals can  
be applied through text:

• Texting was made to deliver 
urgent messages. This is easy.

• Hard goals, timelines, and facts 
are instantly shareable  
within texting parameters.

• Emotion may be hard to 
express in so few characters,  

but when it comes through,  
it’s powerful. Try it. 

• Because the time-to-open is 
so short, text messaging lends 
itself to maintaining momentum 
like no other communication 
medium.
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Tomorrow is today

 

DRESSEMBER 

Dressember has gone places with peer-to-peer fundraising 
that its founders never imagined. By housing their peer-to-peer 
campaigns in one place, Dressember is able to access donor 
data anytime, keeping fundraisers across the globe in the loop 
with the organization’s progress and impact. 

In one year, Dressember has seen:

ZEN MASTER’S TIP #5: 

Segment out lapsed donors and send 

them an engagement request via text. 

You may be surprised at how quickly 

you see responses from people you 

thought were gone for good. 

• 42% more donations

• 39% more donation dollars

• 34% more fundraisers
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Share and share  
and like

These days, there’s nothing people don’t share, 
including the causes they’re passionate about. 
Give them a way to turn their actions into 
real, impactful dollars. Embrace your donors’ 
networks as your new donor base and you’ll  
be a legendary fundraising zen master.

Just follow these tips:

ZEN MASTER’S TIP #1: 

Use email to keep your fundraisers 

updated regularly, and text 

messaging to send urgent asks. 

ZEN MASTER’S TIP #2: 

Set stretch goals, and break them 

down into per-person amounts  

for your fundraisers. Asking them 

to solicit 20 people for $10 makes 

the goal feel achievable.

ZEN MASTER’S TIP #3: 

Experiment a little! Run tests 

comparing your shocking problem 

images with your joyful solution 

images at each step in your 

relationship-building process.  

You may find a process that’s  

a clear winner.

ZEN MASTER’S TIP #4: 

Don’t just show an individual 

progress bar on each peer-to-peer 

fundraising page, tie each one 

into a progress bar on your main 

campaign site and highlight recent 

donors and their fundraiser.

ZEN MASTER’S TIP #5: 

Segment out lapsed donors and 

send them an engagement request 

via text. You may be surprised at 

how quickly you see responses 

from people you thought were  

gone for good. 
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Now that you’ve mastered the Zen of Peer-to-Peer 
fundraising, it’s time to share this age-old wisdom  
with the fundraisers working on your behalf. Our toolkit 
offers pre-written communications for them to use 
at every stage of the peer-to-peer event, making the 
process easy on your supporters and their networks. 
Finally... you’ve reached fundraising nirvana.

Go to this Google Doc to download the toolkit.

Achieve P2P 
Fundraising Nirvana

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hdRMgOW9zq-tFP3PD9z_rWdGoVOEqsJeTNUuJ06rNiA/edit?usp=sharing
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ANOUNCEMENT #1: CAMPAIGN

Send: Right after you’ve completed 
setting up your peer-to-peer 
fundraising page.

The purpose of this announcement 
is to let your online network (IRL & 
social media friends, family, peers, 
colleagues, neighbors) know that 
you’ve signed on to raise funds 
for a cause near and dear to your 
heart and that you need their help. 
Basically, you’ve got to get the word 
out to everyone you know to help 
you reach your fundraising goals. 
The goal is to share, share, share!

SUBJECT LINE: 

Let’s raise some dough together for a good cause

BODY:

Hey, [Name]! I hope this finds you well. I’ve got great news! I’ve signed on 

to become a supporter of [Organization Name] and could really use your 

help. I’m committed to helping [Organization Name] raise [$Goal] which will 

[Project Purpose/Goal]. Every donation, large or small, makes a difference 

and moves [Organization Name] closer to their fundraising goal. 

Are you down to make a lasting impact? Please visit my fundraising page at 

[URL] and make a donation today!

If you want to make an even larger impact, you can sign on as a supporter, 

too, and create a fundraising site [Link to Campaign Site Landing Page] of 

your own, set your personal fundraising goal, and start spreading the news! 

Can’t donate or become a supporter? No worries. Please consider 

forwarding this email to your friends and family to get the word out.

Thanks so much for your support! 

COPY & PASTE FROM GOOGLE DOC

TWITTER

Hey friends, I’ve signed on to help @orgname 

raise funds to help them [Project/Goal]. Help 

make a lasting impact by donating today: 

[shortlink] #inserthashtaghere

FACEBOOK

Hey friends, I’ve signed on to help @orgname 

raise funds to help them [Project/Goal]. Are 

you down to help make a lasting impact? 

Please share with your friends and family and 

donate today: [shortlink] #inserthashtaghere

TEXT

[Name], I’ve signed on to help [Org Name] 

raise $XX for their [Project Name]. Please 

help by donating today: [shortlink]

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hdRMgOW9zq-tFP3PD9z_rWdGoVOEqsJeTNUuJ06rNiA/edit?usp=sharing
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ANOUNCEMENT #2: MIDWAY GOAL

Send: When you’re halfway to 
meeting your fundraising goal. 

The purpose of the mid-way 
announcement is to share that 
you’re halfway to meeting your 
fundraising goals and still need  
help to get to the finish line. The 
tone should be excited in nature and 
get your network to feel motivated 
to help you reach your goals.

SUBJECT LINE: 

Ohhh, we’re halfway there—$XX more to go!

BODY:

[Name], I’ve got great news—I’m halfway to reaching my personal 

fundraising goal of [Goal Amount] raised for [Organization Name]! 

Pretty awesome, right? All the money raised will help [Organization 

Name] [Project Purpose/Goal]. Will you help me move the needle 

forward with a donation? Visit [Campaign Site Link] today.

If [Organization Name]’s mission is near and dear to your heart like it is 

mine, consider becoming a supporter and starting your own fundraising 

page to help them reach their goal more quickly! Plus, it’s a great way to 

leverage your awesome social media networks for a good cause (but 

keep those cat memes coming, please!).

Thank you!

COPY & PASTE FROM GOOGLE DOC

TWITTER

Ohhh, we’re halfway there—only $XX more 

to go to meet my fundraising goal to help 

@orgname [Project/Goal]. Please help me 

move the needle forward by donating today: 

[shortlink] #inserthashtaghere

FACEBOOK

Ohhh, we’re halfway there—only $XX more 

to go to meet my fundraising goal to help 

@orgname [Project/Goal]. Help me get 

all the way there and share/donate today: 

[shortlink] #inserthashtaghere

TEXT

[Name], guess what? I’m halfway to meeting 

my fundraising goals for [Org Name]! Please 

help by donating today: [shortlink]

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hdRMgOW9zq-tFP3PD9z_rWdGoVOEqsJeTNUuJ06rNiA/edit?usp=sharing
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ANOUNCEMENT #3: LAST PUSH

Send: 1 day before the  
fundraiser ends. 

The purpose is to inform your 
network that time is running out 
and they can help you reach your 
goals by donating and/or sharing 
your fundraiser with their network. 
These messages create a sense 
of urgency with a time-sensitive 
deadline so your network knows 
they only have a little time left  
to help you reach your goals.

SUBJECT LINE: 

I’m close to my goal—will you help me reach it?

BODY:

Hi [Name]! Believe it or not, I’ve raised [Amount Raised] for 

[Organization Name] to help [Project Goal/Purpose] and I’m only [$XX] 

away from reaching my fundraising goal. If you haven’t donated yet, 

please donate now!

If you’ve already donated, consider one more gift: share this link 

[Campaign Site Link] with your family, friends, and social networks. 

Imagine how much more can be accomplished if everyone joins in.

Let’s do it!

COPY & PASTE FROM GOOGLE DOC

TWITTER

I’ve already raised $XX to help @orgname 

reach its fundraising goals! There’s only one 

day left and I need your help. Donate now! 

[shortlink] #inserthashtaghere

FACEBOOK

I’ve already raised $XX to help @orgname 

reach its fundraising goals! There’s only one 

day left and I need your help. Share/donate 

now! [shortlink] #inserthashtaghere

TEXT

[Name], I’ve already raised $XX to help [Org 

Name] and my goal is almost reached. 

There’s one day left and I need your help. 

Donate now! [shortlink]

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hdRMgOW9zq-tFP3PD9z_rWdGoVOEqsJeTNUuJ06rNiA/edit?usp=sharing
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ANOUNCEMENT #4: GOAL 

REACHED OR CAMPAIGN ENDED

Send: When the campaign ends  
or you’ve hit your goal.

The purpose of this is to let your 
network know that the campaign 
has ended and/or you’ve reached 
your fundraising goals. The tone 
should be congratulatory and 
should thank your network for their 
contributions of donations/shares. 
This is also a great way to share  
the impact of their support.

SUBJECT LINE: 

We did it! 

BODY:

[Name], with your help and support, I raised [$XX] for [Organization 

Name]! I can’t thank you enough. [Organization Name] will now be able 

to [Project Goal]—that’s a huge deal. I hope you feel good about your 

contribution, because I sure appreciate it.

I hope we can continue to help organizations like [Organization Name] 

reach their fundraising goals. World change happens one person at a 

time, and I’m happy we were able to make a difference together.

Until next time!

COPY & PASTE FROM GOOGLE DOC

TWITTER

We did it! Thank you all who helped me reach my 

fundraising goal of $XX for @orgname. I’m thrilled 

we were able to make a difference together. Look 

what we did: [shortlink] #inserthashtaghere

FACEBOOK

We did it! Thank you all who helped me reach my 

fundraising goal of $XX for @orgname. World 

change happens one person at a time, so I’m 

thrilled we were able to make a difference together. 

Look what we did: [shortlink] #inserthashtaghere

TEXT

[Name], thank you! I’ve reached my fundraising 

goal of $XX for [Org Name]. I’m thrilled we could 

make a difference together. Look what we did: 

[shortlink]

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hdRMgOW9zq-tFP3PD9z_rWdGoVOEqsJeTNUuJ06rNiA/edit?usp=sharing
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ANOUNCEMENT #5: THANK YOU 

LETTER

Send: 1 week after the campaign 
has ended 

The purpose is to thank everyone 
who helped support you in reaching 
your fundraising goals with a 
personal message.

Dear [Supporter Name],

We did it! Thanks to your support, I met my fundraising goal of $XX 

for [Organization Name]. They’re now one step closer to achieving 

their mission of [Organization’s Mission] through [Program Goal]. 

How rad is that?

It felt so good to have my friends and family join me in raising money 

for such a great cause. Reaching this goal is a testament to the power 

of social fundraising and what we can achieve if we all work together 

toward a common goal. I hope you feel great about your contribution 

because I couldn’t have done it without you.

Hope we can make some more fundraising magic in the future.

Until then, cheers!

COPY & PASTE FROM GOOGLE DOC

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hdRMgOW9zq-tFP3PD9z_rWdGoVOEqsJeTNUuJ06rNiA/edit?usp=sharing
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